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Abstract: Drawing on Alfred Schütz’s thought, as well as on a number of modern pragmatists
and practice theorists, we theorize incomegetting—referring to practices of getting income, typically
salaried work—as the paramount structurer of everyday life and, therefore, also the chief mediator of
the human–nature metabolism. Even though the pragmatics of everyday life as an aggregate underlie
the bulk of environmental impacts, these insidious impacts impose little immediate influence on
everyday life, in particular in the urban Global North. In other words, the pragmatic dimension
of everyday activities—principally, work—that takes place within a vastly complex and globally
interlinked productive world system, has most often no immediate connection to the “natural”
environment. While parts of the populations are directly dependent in terms of livelihoods on
the “natural” environment, these populations are typically pushed to the margins of the global
productive system. The understanding formulated in this essay suggests that in environmental social
sciences there is a reason to shift the epicenter of the analysis from consumption to everyday life,
to the varied practices of incomegetting. Against the backdrop of this paper, universal basic income
schemes ought to have radical impacts on the way we relate also to the “natural” environment and
such schemes necessitate understanding the essence of money in our contemporary realities.
Keywords: incomegetting; work; life-world; environmental change; relevance; cumulative
socio-material change; universal basic income; money

1. Introduction
It is an increasingly undeniable and disturbing fact that human induced climate change, as well
as various other extensive-scale environmental problems from ecosystem decline to species extinction,
are not only real processes and taking place on planet Earth today, but that such massive processes
are also accelerating [1]. Even though many would like it to, such a deepening predicament does not
translate into a pragmatically and intrinsically relevant issue in the human life-world, particularly
in the Global North—a task in which a single virus succeeded much better in just a couple of weeks.
Indeed, the contrast between the spectacular reception of the coronavirus pandemic in the beginning
of 2020 and the phlegmatic climate change emergency, could not be clearer. The contrast tells much
about the way our social realities are constructed today—they are mediated by digital and other
information mediums [2]. Solid media attention to a single issue and subsequent policy decisions may
be enough to disrupt everyday life—even if only partially and temporarily. However, the deepening
environmental predicament, as well as the current pandemic, have done little to challenge the major
structures of everyday life. The reception of the coronavirus pandemic attests also to the fact that
economic growth remains on the throne: the massive bail-out schemes—similar to those in the previous
economic crisis [3]—aim to save “business as usual”, instead of seizing the opportunity to pursue
structural changes.
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In the environmental discussion, there is a widespread frustration, visible also in scholarly
debate, that people do not act as they ought to act, but instead keep contributing to the deepening
environmental predicament. It appears that also scholars often, and problematically so, adopt a sort
of ideal theory stance [4] in which they “prescribe how individual human beings or groups should
ideally act” [5] (p. 26) instead of studying “what really goes on in our social lives”—as Hartmut Rosa
claims would be needed today in critical social theory [6] (p. 7). Ecological realism, as an exemplar of
ideal theory, aims to constitute “a rough sketch to inform how humans should ideally act” [7] (p. 11).
We maintain that a more adequate approach, an essentially “nonideal” account of social
activity [4,5], can be found in the work of the Austrian born social theorist Alfred Schütz (1899–1959),
whose “pragmatic theory of the life-world” [8] is particularly useful in understanding relevances—what
is relevant for people in everyday life [9,10]. We relate Schutz’s work to other philosophies, in particular
to Theodore Schatzki’s practice theory, in an attempt to bring phenomenological insights into how
activities of getting income structures contemporary life-worlds beyond those activities themselves,
aiming to contribute to the environmental social theory that has begun to focus on work [11–14]. While
Schutz [15] saw the “world of work” as the paramount of multiple realities that we can experience, we
conceptualize incomegetting—the manifold practices of getting income—as the paramount structurer
of the life-world that constitutes the conditions for other issues of life.
Getting income, typically waged work, seems to be (much) more relevant to practical reason than
whatever impacts such activities may have on the “natural” environment—also at the political level
in our “era where the primary demand of the electorate is ‘jobs, jobs, jobs’” [16] (p. 277). There is
a growing understanding in the literature that the “normal workings” of industrial societies [17] (p. 221)
entail cumulative socio-material changes [10] and that the normal workings are chiefly mediated in
particular life-worlds by work [11,13,14]. Since the dawn of the industrial revolution, waged work
has been institutionalized and gained centrality as a chief dimension in the pragmatics of everyday
life [11,17]. For this, it appears to be also the chief mediator, or the very origin of separation [13],
between humans and their biophysical—“natural” as well as “built”—environments. There seems to
be a need to return to Karl Marx, who claimed that the metabolic interaction between the humans and
society unfolds through labor [18]. Marx saw that labor serves as “a process between man and nature,
a process by which man, through his own actions, mediates, regulates and controls the metabolism
between himself and nature” ([19] cited in [11] pp. 651–652). More specifically with regard to waged
work, the separation between humans’ inorganic condition and their activity can be understood “only
in the relation of wage labour to capital” ([20] cited in [13] p. 51).
Today, the everyday life of the bulk of the urban population and the majority of the world
population at large, appears to be to a significant extent decoupled from the “natural” environment
as the “natural” environment does not directly provide the subsistence to these populations—rather,
the relationship is indirectly mediated by often global production and distribution chains. Since
changes in the “natural” environment are not immanently experienced within the “technologically
textured” modern life-worlds [21], the environmental predicament enters the life-world of most urban
people merely as an intellectual issue—as Max Weber already wrote a century ago [22]. While the salient
role of waged work is an age old focus of social sciences, it has only recently appeared in the main stage
of environmental social scientific theorizing [11–14,23]. In this paper, we aim at a “nonideal” account
of social activity [5] by combining phenomenological analysis of the life-word with historical analysis
of the real social conditions—“what really goes on in our social lives” [6] (p. 7)—in order to clarify
the conditions for radical transformation when facing deepening global environmental predicament.
Our purpose here is to justify the view in which incomegetting is the chief structurer of
the contemporary life-worlds, which, we argue, is needed to understand the multiple predicament
we are facing today. Our aims in this essay can be characterized as in a certain sense philosophical
or conceptual, as opposed to, say, strictly empirical. Drawing from Schutz and practice theory,
but also from a diverse range of other theoretical as well as practical literature, we aim to provide
a conceptual framework for making conceptually explicit the multitude of issues that addressing
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our contemporary environmental predicament effectively is intrinsically tangled with. As such we
hope that our occasionally critical remarks can nonetheless inspire and inform, both, theoretically
as well as empirically interested audiences in their thinking about, and practical action aiming at,
sustainable society.
With incomegetting we refer broadly to the source of livelihood or more exactly to getting money,
that is, what people do in their daily life to make their money. This includes not only wage labor and
credit, but also rent seeking [24], speculative as well as other investment activities, spanning from
securing one’s basic necessities to hoarding ever more wealth. While consumption is typically taken as
the chief dimension through which humans impact the “natural” environment, we see that work has
a much more pertinent role in this, as consumption presupposes income, or at least credit. Therefore,
while Marx’s theory of metabolism underscores the importance of “transforming the relationship
between humans and nature so as to ensure a more sustainable social metabolism” [25], we see that this
struggle ought to focus on the pivotal site that structures the life-worlds, that is, getting one’s income.
If we want to understand the life-world in which people gear into their surrounding
socio-materiality based on their subjective stocks of knowledge at hand, besides the mesh of
practices [26], we have to understand history as part of which people acting within have had
their consciousness—subjective stock of knowledge at hand—constituted. “Lifeworld combines”,
Don Ihde wrote, “both a genetic (historical) account and a structural one” [21] (p. 28). Therefore, in
order to understand our current environmental predicament and the central role of incomegetting in
that, we need to understand the actual historical social system, not just how people act in theory as
a part of the mesh of social practices and material arrangements, as is often exclusively discussed, e.g.,
in Reference [27].
Below, we first discuss the decoupling between individual life-worlds and the “natural”
environment. We then elaborate a view according to which situated pragmatic activity, in the typical
case, has primacy over conscious thought. Third, we conceptualize materiality against such a backdrop
as socio-materiality: pragmatic activity with others occurring in a material world as a part of and
mediated by landscapes, infrastructures and technology. Fourth, we delineate some aspects of late
modernity as a historical development as a part of which contemporary consciousness and relevances
in terms of the environment—or indeed a lack of such relevances—are being constituted in the context
of contemporary life-worlds. Finally, we conclude by discussing some implications of our argument
on universal basic income schemes [28] and money.
2. Decouplings
Following others, e.g., References [27,29–31], we see human activity and values as intrinsically
embedded in the social and material environment and explicate how this pragmatic sphere of everyday
life is drastically decoupled from the environmental consequences of the capitalist acceleration [32].
Understanding such decoupling—which in certain cases approaches uncoupling—of the system and
the life-world is already classically scrutinized in sociology, e.g., in References [33–35]. Often scholars
view societies as intrinsically intertwined with their “natural” environments. For instance, Beck
observed “an ongoing extension and deepening of combinations, confusions and “mixtures” of nature
and society” [36] (p. 256). However, no matter how intertwined societies may be with their “natural”
environments, such blending can be seen to take place at an aggregate level. At the individual level,
modern life-worlds and livelihoods within it, are often well insulated—decoupled—from insidious
changes in the “natural” environment. This radical decoupling is a systemic issue that has to be
understood also in socio-ecological systems thinking that tends to see “that social and ecological system
dynamics are essentially similar” [37] (p. 475).
Applying Schutz’s treatment of the concept of Lebenswelt—the life-world—to the present
environmental predicament, we can see that the “natural” environment and its insidious changes are
often only loosely or not at all connected particularly to the urban life-world. The daily life in cities into
which people gear is not the “natural” environment, but one dominated by humans and human-made
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“built” environment, increasingly void of “naturally” growing flora and fauna. However, the typical
environmentalist—the natural scientific observer—"excludes persons with their personal life and all
objects of culture which originate as such in practical human activity” [15] (p. 58). This is exactly that
layer of the life-world—the social reality—”which the social sciences have to investigate” [15] (p. 58).
This seems to be also the case in socio-ecological systems literature [37].
Environmental social sciences in general appears to shy away from explicitly addressing their
assumptions with regard to individuals and most often assumes more or less rational or at least
intellectually driven people [38]. This appears to be also the case in socio-ecological systems
literature [39] that continues to emphasize the ecological or the social system level, such as institutions or
societies [40]. While some scholars focus on human agency [40,41], there seems to be a need to elaborate
the “social” [37]. Overall, we see that there is a mismatch between the assumptions of environmental
sciences about humans and actual “relevances” [15] as real people encounter them in living their
lives. This we see as one major reason scholars have been intellectually frustrated with the masses of
people not having organized a “storming of the Bastille” [36] over our environmental predicament.
Nonetheless, while there is all the reason to be frustrated by the environmental predicament, rather
than prescribing how human beings ought to act [5], the point of departure, instead, ought to be
the daily experiences of social actors [10,15] and relevances within.
3. Relevances
The distinction between the moral and the pragmatic is key to understanding how people
react to environmental changes. In other words, whereas different types of environmental changes
enter ever more frequently to life-worlds through different medias and have gained centrality in
different policy arenas, the actual biophysical environmental changes are not automatically translated
to the pragmatics of everyday life [10], particularly in the Global North. The relevances of such
changes per se are imposed upon our life-worlds, rather than being intrinsic to them, as they take
place outside of the primary relevance of our everyday life [42]. Certainly, some of these changes are
observable through mere human sensory equipment, but in the metropoles, they rarely harm the core
of the life-worlds: livelihoods. In fact, the further the livelihoods are removed from the land and its
soil, the less changes in the biosphere seem to disrupt them.
Environmental changes—climate change in particular—have entered into the life-worlds of
‘everyone’, but typically as a socially constructed urgency that needs to be tackled somehow. While,
until the 1990s the focus of scholarly work was on mitigation efforts [43], adaptive efforts have later
gained centrality, possibly as a cue of the impossibility to mitigate climate change. What relevances
climate change may have to the average person [9], they are constituted through the discursive sphere of
society and may surface as eco-anxiety or social pressure to reduce one’s flying, for instance. In Sweden,
observers have noted that some people are ashamed of their flying and this shame has actually reduced
Swedes flying [44]. Therefore, when we claim in this essay that the pragmatic sphere of everyday life
is drastically decoupled from the environmental predicament, we mean that climate change, species’
extinctions, and other creeping cumulative socio-material changes affect the life-worlds indirectly or
these changes are virtually always mediated—not that these changes would not have any impact on
the pragmatic sphere at all. The main way through which climate change and other environmental
predicaments—as well as even the coronavirus—enter pragmatically into the typical life-worlds, is
through public policies that, for instance, affect the relative prices of commodities and services, or
through policies that force one to stay home.
As far as we see, there is an intellectualist view of the human causing of our environmental
predicament that seems to pass largely unquestioned by natural and even by social scientists as
the default position through which the human relationship to nature is conceptualized. However,
it entails a pertinent anomaly, namely, that of rational or intellectually driven beings allegedly being
increasingly aware, conscious and worried about the environmental situation, but who nevertheless
continue to destroy the “natural” environment on which their lives and livelihoods ultimately
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lean [10,31,38,45]. Such an intellectualist imagery of the essence of the human relationship to nature has
been traced back to Plato. According to William James, there is a historical sense, from Plato onward,
that “the intelligible order ought to supersede the senses” ([46] quoted in [27] p. 194). The Cartesian
epistemological philosophical heritage has furthermore stabilized the focus on human cognitive relation
to the world—values, knowledge, attitudes—as the principal driver of our activities [29,38,47]. With
such a paradigm at hand, it is natural to think of the human relationship to nature as a function of
what modern humans think of nature, our attitude to it, which for their part depend on our values,
awareness and especially knowledge in terms of the “natural” environment. Underlying the disconnect
between the professed concerns about the environment, and the simultaneous continued engagement
in environmentally destructive behavior, there looms a deficit model [48] according to which typical
persons are assumed to be ignorant of or have a deficit in environmental scientific knowledge. Such
ideal type persons are eager to acquire and accept scientific knowledge and “adapt to the changed
epistemic circumstances” [48] (p. 162).
By contrast, Alfred Schütz, with significant parallels to certain modern pragmatists, Marxists,
and practice theorists, has a different understanding of human action. One of the key tenets of this
broad strand of thought has been that the human being is, so to speak, a socially and materially—or
socio-materially—situated being. In this view people act according to what is relevant for them
in particular socio-material situations, most of the time automatically and typically less than fully
consciously, using their stock of knowledge at hand in its actual articulation [15,49]. In a similar
vein, according to Schatzki, “the character and transformation of social life are both intrinsically and
decisively rooted in the site where it takes place” [26] (p. xi). Modern practice theory see humans first
and foremost as carriers of social practices, rather than isolable actors of their own [47,50].
4. Life as Activity
We begin from the phenomenological and pragmatist starting position that life, including human
life in late modernity, in its every form, is activity and that any consciousness therein arises from such
activity [27,51]. This is very different view from, for instance, that of ecological realism that presumes
the primacy of being [7]. It can be seen as a question of the difference between a photo and a video
and it is easy to judge which one comes closer to the lived reality. The roots of the emphasis on
activity are deep and can plausibly be located in the Aristotelian rejection of Platonic abstract forms as
the true “real” in favor of a view of all existence as actual, lived existence. Such influences can be seen
later on, among others, in the work of Alfred Schütz, in which “human existence itself is referred to
an existent life-world as a realm of practical activity” that, he continues, “is endowed with human
significations” [15] (p. 127). Similarly, Theodore Schatzki writes that, “a basic fact of human life that is
fundamental to the character of sociality and society... is that human life is, prominently, a continuum
of activity” [52] (p. 32).
The social realm has, so to speak, activity—rather than thought, contemplation or even mere
being—at its core in a similar way as “a living human being acts incessantly” [53] (p. 233). Hence,
while not necessarily typically acknowledged as such, phenomenology can be seen to belong to that
family of praxis philosophies arising out of the work of Hegel, Marx and pragmatists [21,54]. Common
to these thinkers, furthermore, is the idea that practical activity is somehow patterned, structured or
organized, entailing that the bulk of human activity is a “repetition of given components of social
life” [26] (p. 7). Even though “no act can be performed twice in exactly the same manner” [55] (p. 1229),
routine activity tends to continue until further notice [15], an idea that underlies the notion of habits,
habitualization, institutions, path dependence, and institutionalization, e.g., in References [56,57]. If
the present is predominantly some sort of continuation of the past, in order to understand the present,
we have to understand its history; we have to understand the past activities within which the present
minds have been constituted [51,57–59].
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4.1. Orientation to Social Reality
While these thinkers conceptualize activity as patterned and historically contingent, they also
see that most of the time daily activity is predominantly pragmatically, rather than intellectually,
motivated. For Schutz “we have not a theoretical but an eminently practical interest” [15] (p. 208).
In other words, “the subuniverse of the sensorily perceivable, physical world’” [49] (p. 5) “is to our
natural attitude in the first place not an object of our thought but a field of domination” [15] (p. 227).
“Natural attitude”, for Schutz, is the mode in which the wide-awake person suspends doubt about
the reality of everyday appearances. Such an attitude, which Edmund Husserl characterized as “our
everyday taken-for-granted attitude whereby we implicitly and uncritically ‘posit’ the existence of
a subject-independent world of spatio-temporal objects” [60] (pp. 396–397) is not about conscious
choice, which means that it does not refer to an attitude such as that discussed by Elizabeth Shove [47],
that is, consciously chosen attitude. Functioning with a natural attitude, one is primarily interested
in that section of the world that is immediately connected to one’s daily life, which is within one’s
reach [15] and one also takes the appearances of the objects of the reality one encounters to be the objects
themselves. In other words, with a natural attitude, one does not consciously understand that the mind
refracts everything external to it, but instead takes the appearances of objects as the reality tout court.
While everyone certainly could transcend their natural attitude, such transcendence does not typically
take place as long as life flows smoothly along its normal course without deeper disruptions, such as
accidents, death of a close person, or a pandemic.
For Schutz, it is not just that everyone, due to her/his unique biographical history, automatically
interprets external objects and activities in a unique way, but also that how important—how
relevant—such objects and activities are for people varies. To Schutz, what is relevant for us
varies according to “the conditions upon which our planning itself or its execution depends” [42]
(p. 125). Jan Straßheim recapitulates well Schutz’s concept of relevance: “it is relevance to an individual
which shapes the selectivity of his experience, that is, which determines what arouses his attention,
where his attention leads him and how far it leads him” [61] (p. 1418).
This description resonates with what Schatzki calls practical intelligibility, which “governs action
by specifying what an actor does next in the continuous flow of activity” [26] (p. 75). What is
relevant or practically intelligible is not the same as what is said to be important, which is to say
that the notion of relevance is intended to capture something about the socio-material setting that
goes beyond the expressed values or conscious thoughts of individuals. Note, and this can hardly
be overemphasized, that there is usually a significant difference between the relevance structures of
normal citizens’ and scholars’ life-worlds (who, both, typically function with a ‘natural attitude’) and
this gap has been particularly clear in the environmental sciences, where scholars often prescribe how
individuals and groups ought to act (to respond to the environmental predicament). There are drastic
differences between different peoples’ relevances that most importantly vary according to their place
in the world system.
Even though everyone has a unique stock of knowledge and their own personal zones of relevance,
for Schutz, the social world “is a preconstituted and preorganized world whose particular structure is
the result of an historical process and is therefore different for each culture and society” [42] (p. 229).
In this sense, while certainly there are individuals, still “what the individual does can be understood
only by using the collectivity as a point of reference” [62] (p. 180). However, what is this collectivity?
Schutz’s above reference to culture and society is rather static and immaterial. Additionally, even
though nation states or cultural constellations can and do have distinct features at a macro level, culture
and society are, however, essentially fragmented in how they impose themselves on differentiated
individual life-worlds.
Practice theorists have sought to resolve this dilemma by focusing on social practices, which
is typically categorized as meso-level analytical stance. Social practice, according to Schatzki, is “a
temporally unfolding and spatially dispersed nexus of doings and sayings” [63] (p. 89). For Schatzki,
social practice is a sweeping concept that embraces two overall dimensions: activity and organization.
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Human activity, so to speak, hangs together in particular bundles. Practice theorists, in general,
see individuals first and foremost as diverse carriers of, and as part of the mesh of, social practices.
Only within such activity are they constituted as individuals [47,50]. Our subjective knowledge,
which we use to derive meanings for phenomena, originates from our experiences in actual life
situations [15,51], that is, activities of various sorts. In other words, the individual relevance—or
practical intelligibility [63]—which influences how people ‘gear into the outer world’ [15] (p. 227) is
constituted as part of social practices and is therefore from the outset dependent on social reality.
4.2. Materiality and Social Life
Not only the collectivity or the social world, however, binds and constitutes the root momentum
for activity, but also the material, biophysical surroundings in which such social interaction takes
place. If social theory aims to explain phenomena related to the “natural” environment, it should be
able to take materiality into account. The idea of such a ‘material turn’ is today closely associated
with the work of Bruno Latour [64] and Donna Haraway [65], and adopted, in various versions,
in diverse fields of academia (see, e.g., [13,66,67]), whereas Marx is the progenitor of the focus on
“material” (Stoff) in social scientific thought [25]. It can be seen that tools, equipment or material
artefacts mediate activity within social practices [68] and broader material arrangements, such as
infrastructures, connect different practices [69]. According to Schatzki, arrangement theorists—the core
of French intellectuals theorizing on the compositional structure of social life—take the arrangement of
entities as ‘the principal compositional feature of social life’ [26] (p. xiii). Additionally, activities of
any sort involve energy within and between living and non-living beings: social (and human) life in
general always requires at least air, water and food. Later, Schatzki also theorized such materiality
as “biological and physical flows [that] pass through practice-arrangement nexuses” [70] (p. 137). In
essence, this is to address the materiality that Inge Røpke refers to when writing that “human society
can be seen as a metabolic organism appropriating resources from the environment, transforming them
for purposes useful for humans, and finally discarding them as waste” [71] (p. 2495). Materiality can
never be detached from the social practices that use and transform them, and therefore materiality
ought to be understood relationally [72].
For Schutz, individuals always find themselves in a biographically determined situation [15],
which has two principal components: the ontological component of the situation-activity and the actual
biographical state of the individual [42]. We find that the way Schutz addresses the situation and how
it is constituted together by the mind and the immanent socio-material environment, provides a social
scientifically meaningful way to conceive of materiality [73]. Schutz argues that we are not equally
interested in all parts of our social and material environments, but our interest depends on how we
experience and are able to dominate these parts of reality. Schutz conceptualizes zones of diminishing
relevance that span from “that part of the world within our reach which can be immediately observed
by us and also at least partially dominated by us” [42] (p. 124), to the zone in which “no possible
change occurring within them would—or so we believe—influence our objective at hand” [42] (p. 125),
that is, the zones of primary relevance and absolute irrelevance, respectively. For the majority of urban
people, changes in the “natural” environment typically occur in the zone of absolute irrelevance, as
they do not experience them directly, and having any effect on vast environmental changes is typically
out of the question.
4.3. Structural and Individual Levels
Anthony Giddens’ theoretical work on structuration [34] argues that individuals draw upon
existing social structures thus reproducing them, but also renew or challenge them. However, for
Giddens, structure and agency are two immanently related sides of the same coin, a view which has
been criticized by, among others, Margaret Archer [74]. We argue that it is a fundamental feature of
the contemporary system that there is a decoupling, even non-identity [31], between the structural
and agential levels, in terms of the typical individual. Such a mediation is nothing new in social
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theory, as Jürgen Habermas, for instance, wrote about “the gradual uncoupling of the system from
the lifeworld” [35] (p. 105). While human beings live life in the context of their particular life-worlds and
with the individual relevances and practical intelligibility that this involves, environmental problems
are caused and tend to occur on wholly different, much larger, temporal and geographical scales that do
not (thus far, at least) impose themselves as such in immediate pragmatic terms on people’s life-worlds.
That is to say, environmental problems are produced by the daily operations of the global industrial
market society, in the context of which the activities of geographically, temporally and culturally
dispersed peoples interlink in a structure [38]. The constitution, occurrence and effects of these
operations transcend the life-worlds, personal relevances, and practical intelligibility—agency—of any
single individual. From such a perspective, it becomes obvious why there has not been a “storming of
the Bastille” over environmental matters: for most of us, environmental issues occur in dimensions
and scales whose relevance for our everyday activities seems negligible; they are intellectual issues
the relevance of which is typically dwarfed by the structures of our life-world, principally the demands
of getting income, as will be discussed below.
5. Late Modern Conditions
As we stated earlier, for Don Ihde [21] (p. 28), the concept of the life-world “combines both
a genetic (historical) account and a structural one”. However, the Marxist critique of phenomenological
analysis argues that phenomenologists typically “fail to realize either consciousness or praxis in its
historical character, and thereby fail in their attempts to give consciousness a social or non-subjective
character” [59] (p. 135 emphasis in original). It is clearly not enough to merely theorize the generic,
philosophical human-materiality relation; we need to understand the actual historical conditions in
which humans act as carriers of social practices and within which our consciousness has been, and
is being, constituted, and the real social condition of today’s life-worlds [5]. This section describes
schematically some of the qualitative transformations that the mesh of social practices, the life-world,
and material arrangements have gone and are going through.
For one, late modernity is marked extractivism led by global corporations, increasing
commodification of goods and services, and continuing virtualization that functions under the cultural
and economic hegemony of the Western “developed world” [75–77]. Indeed, this acceleration [1,32,78],
“a runaway development pattern”, as Stoner and Melathopoulos observe, “seems foreclosed in spite of
numerous attempts to change its course” [31] (p. 21).
A central, distinguishing feature of modernity—and its later phase, late modernity—is the general
increase in the scale of material throughput [1]. Indeed, Hartmut Rosa defines society as modern
“if it needs progressive growth, acceleration and innovation just to reproduce its social structure
and to maintain its status quo” [6] (p. 3). While this typically means that ever larger machines are
used in ever larger processing units that require ever larger amounts of raw material to be treated
with parallel increases in consumption, such a process also provides space for niches to blossom [79].
Advances in technology have permitted and also induced this ever larger scale of economic activity,
most notably perhaps the emergence and use of fossil fuels to power the increasing throughput of
societal metabolism [1,80]. It is not only the scale of the activities, but, as Ye et al. claim, extractivism,
an organized and internally coherent system for ongoing value extraction depleting distinct resource
bases “has grown into a new and consistent mode of ordering large parts of our societies” [77] (p. 159).
These developments can also be associated with the growth of organizational units and bureaucracy,
as Weber classically wrote in the Economy and Society [81], and larger concentrations of capital needed to
induce an ever larger scale of productive activities. Today, large transnational corporations increasingly
play lead in the “drama of global governance” [82] (p. 158) and working as operational centers [77] they
control the global extractivist patterns of “value grabbing” [75,83]. Related to this, political decision
making by the emergence of the elite “professional politician” and the political class which they come
from on the one hand [84], and lobbying by special interest groups on the other (see, e.g., [85]), seem
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to have served to increase the distance between the state and its citizens. Today, the transnational
capitalist class seems to have acquired state power in various parts of the world (see, e.g., [86]).
Another essential and interlinked feature of the developments in the last few decades has been
the ongoing financialization [87] through which capitalist relations characterized by anonymous
monetary exchanges and debt/credit relations [88,89] are imposed throughout the world principally
by large monopolies/oligopolies [90]. The process of financialization, in which profits, and capital
in general, begin to revolve around the manipulation of financial instruments (rather than economic
activities in terms of material exchanges and infrastructures) that in turn build upon or derive
from other such instruments (we speak of derivatives), has been intensifying since the 1970s [24,90].
Financialization entails that “capital circulation flows increasingly through assets from which value is
appropriated by means of dispossession and rent extraction rather than through the productive circuits
of expanded capital valorization” [83] (p. 29).
After the crash of 2008, financialization gained pace through the massive bailouts which “would see
the four biggest central banks pump the equivalent of $15 trillion in new money into the global financial
system” [3]. This money is—as all money is—created in the central banks and in the commercial banks
in the form of credit [24,91], out of thin air, so to say. It is difficult to overemphasize the role that debt
has played in the history of inequality due to the compound interest rates, which makes the debtor
pay more than it has received [89,92], often so much that it cannot ever pay back the debt [24,76].
Even though it can be argued that the world has been shrinking due to globalization, due to the ever
longer global super-supply chains, such a development has in fact induced an increasing distance in
the system, that is, a deeper “separation between production and consumption decisions” [88] (p. 799).
The ever-increasing scale of human activity and the parallel incorporation of an increasing number of
people into one system makes possible a drastic differentiation of the human population in various
respects and this, indeed, has been occurring—not least in economic terms [93,94].
Certainly, this is nothing new; Marx wrote of estranged labor that “delineates the modern unfree
reality where one cannot execute labor as an end in itself but rather labor functions as a process of
loss of reality, impoverishment, dehumanization, and atomization” [25] (p. 32). Actually, not much
of this is at all new. The structures of the system, that is, center-periphery(-hinterland) complex
consistent with the accumulation of wealth, rivalry between the hegemons, as well as the main driver
of the system—capital accumulation—have all been there at least several millennia, according to
Frank and Gills [95] and an increasing number of other scholars [96]. Differently put, the endless
and exponential “cumulation of accumulation” has only reached a scale that it no longer fits within
the material boundaries of the world system without significantly altering it [78]. As the materiality
of the planet cannot anymore absorb the build-up or drain that the human world system requires to
function, it changes accordingly.
5.1. The Individual Within the Mesh
Now, as Schutz might have put it, the above schematic view of the late modern world describes
that of the “disinterested observer”, the social scientist attempting to understand the system. Schutz
argues that the social scientist has distinct relevance structures from “interested parties”, that is, people
living within the system with their urges, hopes and fears [15]. Therefore, we would do well to ask how
late modernity appears to, and imposes itself upon, the normal citizen, because it is the activities of
the different and differentiated carriers of social practices that, by harnessing the forces of the “nature”
with the help of a massive amount of technology, after all constitutes the operation of the world system.
Let us look at some qualitative transformations of the different life-worlds as they reflect the parallel
developments in the wider social mesh of late modernity, that is, what these historical developments
could mean in terms of activity, knowledge and zones of relevance of differentiated carriers of social
practices. To use Schutz’s terms [15] (pp. 53, 227), how do we “find our bearings” and “gear into
the outer world” in late modernity? Potentially, even though for each individual late modernity means
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radically different things depending on their place in it, there are some systemic characteristics that can
be generalized.
As Marx analyzed, part and parcel of modernization is that most of us no longer produce our
own material subsistence or well-being [25], as it were, out on the field, but rather purchase the already
grown, harvested, perhaps even pre-cooked corn, wheat, or rice—or slaughtered chickens, pigs or cows.
We purchase our food as commodities brought to us via chains of actions—or value chains, as economists
call them—that themselves have been split into linked-up commodified processes. The super-supply
chains of various types of commodities require a vast logistical infrastructure and a range of supporting
activities (standardization, administration, control, etc.)—typically dubbed “services”. The current,
increasingly specialized system makes people dependent on the systemic exchanges with anonymized
others mediated by monetary, bureaucratic, and typically, digitalized relations.
It is not only that the earlier known people and known relations have been substituted
by—increasingly unequal—anonymous relations, but also that, in general terms, people are more
dependent in absolute terms due to the obsolescence of skills related to the acquisition of food, clothing
and housing, that is, their basic needs—which again they have to buy with money. Today, people have
another source of dependency: digital technologies, which they increasingly need to lean on in order
to operate in everyday life [2]. In this sense, while ecological modernization, and the technologization
of life it involves, has become something of a default position by which modern society engages with
environmental challenges, arguably such modernization deepens the disconnect from the “natural”
environment and thus, ultimately, our environmental predicament.
5.2. Relevance of Work and “Nature”
According to Schutz, we have a practical interest in the world, “caused by the necessity of
complying with the basic requirements of our life” [15] (p. 227). Along with commodification and
de-skilling, people typically have to rely on money in order to fulfill such “basic requirements” of
life. In the urban life-worlds of late modernity, increasingly such money comes from salaried work
or wage labor, even though the above characterized conditions obligate “to invent forms of labor
and income radically heterogeneous with respect to the ones epitomized by the ‘Fordist’ labor norm
and standard” [75]. Even if Marx understood labor as the chief mediator of social existence [13],
environmental social scientific concern on work has only recently begun to focus on work. According
to Lahikainen and Toivanen, “work is still one of the main sites of subject formation”, which they see as
“bad news for the possibilities of environmental agency” [12] (p. 16). The livelihoods of some people
depend on, for example, destroying (even if only indirectly or as a side-effect) the natural habitat
of species.
Environmental attitudes and issues such as consumerism are often linked with voluntary activism
and seen as separate from our working lives. However, we argue that it is crucial to turn our attention
to the kernel of the contemporary life-world—incomegetting—which presupposes life outside work as
well as structures and delimits activities at all levels of the economy. In so far as money has paramount
importance in solving nearly any type of pragmatic problem in our life-world, it is sought—regardless
of the cost. The underlying issue is the extent to which people are prepared to defend their source of
income, whatever it is, regardless of its environmental or other harmful impacts. Beyond the basic
necessities, the marketing industry makes sure that there are ever-increasing numbers of objects of
desire to purchase. The essential point here is not whether contemporary jobs are useless or not [97],
but that the historical political pathway – dominated by neoliberal policies, that lean on neoclassical
economics with, for instance, its “non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment” (NAIRU) [98] that
de facto legitimizes unemployment – maintains scarcity of jobs so that people have to fight for them [99].
Automatization entailing mechanization, robotization, digitalization, and so on, just means that some
work gets done better and cheaper than people can ever aspire to do. There is nothing new in this
pattern and John Maynard Keynes maybe most prominently saw the possibility of radically reducing
the amount of work people have to do to secure their material well-being [100].
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5.3. The Individual and the “Natural” Environment Today
From an environmental perspective, our actions, linked up with countless other activities in
the commodified chain of production, distribution, and consumption, cause an immense environmental
impact [1,29,38]. These are activities that lie predominantly outside our control. However, these
impact are not inherently relevant to the urban life-worlds as these impacts occur at various points
of the chain that we do not encounter in our primary zones of relevance: the various extraction,
distribution, and discarding activities are typically not relevant parts of our life-worlds. Even though
people do increasingly separate their waste, they rarely see their ultimate disposal in landfills, oceans,
or the atmosphere (through incineration).
The processes of commodification and technologization of human activity have led people all
over the world to adopt—to varying extents—technological devices as a part of their everyday life
with which they “gear into” reality [101]. The technologization of human action makes it hard to
engage in forms of action that do not have environmental impacts: we would, in the industrialized
world, find it hard to give birth to a baby without relying on an extensive healthcare infrastructure that
presupposes massive healthcare industries, energy systems, educational structures and so on, to give
just one example. Giving birth naturally so that one would not depend upon healthcare institutions
meets not only material, but also social barriers, such as national laws and regulations.
It is not only that a thick layer of machines and other people—our linkages are socially as well
as technologically mediated [2,21,31]—separates us and the “natural” environment, but also that
the virtualization of life-worlds makes people “likely to become still less connected with the real
world” [102], which is where environmental changes actually take place. In place of face-to-face
situations, we increasingly “gear into the outer world” [15] (p. 227) through our technological devices,
such as laptops and smartphones, and people also increasingly “gear into” other realities—into virtual
realms [101]. While the direct corporeal experience is increasingly that of perceiving audio-visual
material, tapping and sitting, the actual content of experience within these virtual worlds can be nearly
anything and has induced new types of social relations [103]. The virtualization of life-worlds is likely
to have important implications in connection with our relationship to the “natural” environment, but
more research is needed to explore this. What seems evident, though, is that due to virtualization—in
a similar vein to technologization and commodification—the “natural” environment has moved
downwards in the hierarchy of Schutz’s zones of relevance [42] making it less and less important,
especially in the direct experience of urban populations.
To recapitulate, many aspects of late modernity have increased anonymity and distance in our
socio-material relations in a way that, both, other people (due to inequality and ever longer supply
chains) and our “natural” environment (due to urbanization and virtualization) appear as increasingly
strange—as the Other—to our life-worlds. The “natural” environment becomes known to us chiefly and
often entirely through media, instead of through our direct experience and engagement within. Within
such real socio-material conditions, the “natural attitude”, the ubiquitous mode in which humans
gear into their everyday life, has a tendency to reduce the importance of the “natural” environment in
people’s pragmatically driven everyday activity. It is futile “to counteract the nature-as-other paradigm”
by postulating, as Jason Robert (in his otherwise truly insightful paper) and other philosophers do,
that humans are “integral parts of, rather than as separate from, their environments” [27] (p. 200).
That environment is the “built” environment and it is increasingly decoupled from the “natural”
environment at the direct experiential level, and this separation is being chiefly done through labor
relations, thus, in the last instance, through the organization of incomegetting [13].
While the “natural” environment enters as an intellectual issue into the typical urban life-world
of people in the Global North, we have to understand that the prospects of such a predominantly
intellectual—ethical or moral—issue to triumph over formidable structural and pragmatic pressures
imposed on us, particularly in terms of our increasingly uncertain income sources, are slim (see
Reference [5] for a penetrating discussion of “nonideal” theory). In addition, it might be that the risks
one associates with climate change [36] are dwarfed by the risks associated with job insecurity due to
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climate change policies, which might even evoke denial and support for denialism towards climate
change. What direct experiences urban people have with their “natural” environment is increasingly
a leisure time and non-livelihood related issue that, even if important to many, tend not to be de facto
as important as securing one’s income: “Insofar as the wage continues to mediate social existence, so
too, it follows, does it continue to mediate our relation to the world” [13] (p. 51).
6. Discussion and Conclusions
This paper has attempted to synthesize some thoughts of Alfred Schütz, Theodore Schatzki,
and other like-minded theorists, apply them to the current environmental predicament and
contribute to the emerging environmental social theory focusing on work [11–14] by conceptualizing
incomegetting—everyday practices of getting income—as the chief structurer of the life-world. To
be a chief structurer the life-world means not only that activities of getting income form the bulk
of the everyday, but also that other activities of life presuppose it. People are carriers of manifold
practices, at work and outside work [69], but for instance consumption practices presuppose money,
and how people get money is typically from waged work. Other practices, above all rent-seeking,
lending and speculative activities [24,83], inherited capital [94], are increasingly sources of one’s money
in the contemporary financialized and ever more unequal and unsustainable world.
It is exactly the everyday activity of the geographically and culturally radically dispersed peoples
that, in an ongoing fashion, constitutes the running of the contemporary global industrial market
machine, above all through our activity as laborers, producers, distributors, sellers, clerks, creditors,
servers, farmers, politicians, analysts, capitalists, researchers, managers, planners, and administrators.
It should go without saying that these different “small cogs” have drastically different roles, freedoms
and powers in terms of the ever more extractive [77,83] integrative practices into which they have
been socialized [56] and as a part of which they act daily. While the elites are typically relatively free
to choose their roles in the practices that constitute the global capitalist system, others are coerced
into and trapped in them [104], and this is largely due to the amount of wealth they possess and
are able to derive from their activities. Statistics show that global environmental changes are by
and large caused by the high-consuming high-income minority in different countries [105], and it
is difficult to overemphasize the drastic difference between distinct social strata in the maintenance
of the system which we see taking place through various types of conspicuous consumption and
pecuniary emulation [106].
While nothing dramatically novel, such a picture of reality presents some issues to be debated. As
we see it, the main issue is how the core of the life-world is structured in our societies and how this core
in the current, highly virtualized and commodified meshes of practices is about acquiring and securing
a monetary income with which everything and anything else can be acquired. We refer to this aspect
of the modern condition as the “incomegetting obligation”. The concept of incomegetting is analogous
to and replaces, we argue, Harriet Friedmann’s concept of foodgetting, which she implies has been
a major structurer of human activity for millennia [107]. Friedmann sees foodgetting as “the dimension
of human history that links us directly and indirectly with all other beings” [107] (p. 245). Even though
foodgetting at the system or aggregate level remains a pertinent dimension, at the individual level it is
typically not the imminent aim. Instead, since food among other commodities is acquired with money,
it is that which is directly procured. In other words, the structures of societies impose themselves on
the small life-worlds in that money becomes not only essential, but indispensable to living a decent
life, also with regard to food.
However, as argued above, since the productive system employs fewer and fewer workers per
produced unit due to automatization and other advances in technology, we witness an increasing
competition between workers, even though in terms of material well-being, sufficient amounts of
products and services could be produced with a fraction of the people involved. The situation in
which public policies (reluctantly) resuscitate the job markets so that they are able to employ even if
employers would not need more employees, has been described by David Graeber adequately: “It’s as
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if someone were out there making up pointless jobs just for the sake of keeping us all working” [97].
As Allan Schnaiberg already argued a long time ago, our economies can be seen as treadmills of
production referring to an economy that needs to be running ever faster so that, for instance, everyone
gets their jobs—and associated income. This is because most of the investments in production are in
nature labor reducing investments in technologies [108]. Today, the problem has shifted further so that
only a fraction of the massive quantitative easing schemes end up in productive investments while
the bulk of such trillions goes into inflating asset values [24], therefore enriching the already rich.
Against such contemporary conditions, in which money is indispensable for living and its sources
are artificially created through public policies that are less and less efficient and environmentally
destructive, universal basic income schemes are groundbreaking. Juliana Uhuru Bidadanure defines
universal basic income “as a radical policy proposal of a monthly cash grant given to all members of
a community without means test, regardless of personal desert, with no strings attached and, under
most proposals, at a sufficiently high level to enable a life free from economic insecurity” [28] (p. 482).
The radicality of such a scheme derives from emancipating people from—desperately—reaching out
for ever scarcer (decent and meaningful) jobs. With the security of incomegetting provided, people
would be able to choose their jobs or at least would have the freedom to not to choose just any job for
the sake of income.
Despite the criticism raised against the intellectualist and voluntarist concept of the human
being as an environmentally conscious being, universal basic income could open up opportunities
for environmental education and learning in something like a voluntarist fashion. The idea is, with
more time and freedom in hand, direct engagement with the rhythms of the “natural” world as they
can be still observed, for example, when tending a garden plot or wandering in nature at different
times of the season, could once again bring these aspects within people’s sphere of relevance [102].
Interest in further training and information on these aspects, as well as reskilling in farming and other
such activities aiming to resuscitate at least some level of autonomy at the local levels with regard to
the basic necessities, could result. Universal basic income schemes have surfaced in the global media
with the coronavirus crises [109–113], as the policies to restrain the virus have induced a massive wave
of unemployment and millions have lost their source of income. The situation could not be much
better to implement ambitious schemes with which happiness seems to increase [109] and with the
help of which, “a society with more idleness, rest, and peace and less busyness, work, administered
desires, and after ‘false needs’” [23] (p. 1581) could be formed.
Universal basic income would most probably yield a massive relief to the environmental burden
because no more investments in production for creating jobs would have to be made with the absence
of the electorate demanding for them [16]. In other words, universal basic income schemes would
likely eliminate pointless jobs, and those contributing to the environmental predicament. An evident
objection to such schemes from mainstream economists is that such an economic system just does not
work [28]: where to get money for such policies? The simple answer is: from where it always comes
from—banks. More particularly, such money to finance universal basic income would come from
the central banks that have demonstrated in the financial crisis and the current coronavirus pandemic
that—much—money can be created without hyperinflating currencies. Such money creation out of
nothing is not magic, but theoretically well-founded practices of money management [91,92,114,115]
and empirically a rather well-proven issue. Universal basic income would create space for people to
strive for what would be meaningful for them and, it appears, living in the rural areas and closer to
“nature” could be one pertinent issue for many. At least in Finland, the place of birth of the authors
of this paper, this seems to be clear as nearly one fifth of the population would like to move to
the countryside, but typically cannot because of livelihoods, according to a recent survey [116].
There seems to be a “widespread helplessness that comes at the close of the twentieth century
regarding the capacity of society to self-consciously transform itself” [45] (p. viii). The current
coronavirus pandemic, however, demonstrates that radical political decisions can be made that
effectively disrupt the treadmill and associated pollution—even if just partially and temporarily.
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Environmental predicament in its totality is, nevertheless, a whole different issue than the event-like
pandemic. While the underlying aim of the “pandemic policies” is to return to normality, transitioning
towards sustainability is a question about changing that normality [10,17]. It is about redesigning
socio-material structures that organize the everyday activities of the people. Crucially, these structures
go beyond the national borders, the broadest level of such structure being the world system with
its social, economic and natural conditions [95]. Without addressing the global structures that are
in their current configuration extracting and transferring wealth effectively away from the Global
South [76,77,83], little can be achieved in terms of global justice, as the decolonialization scholars have
shown [117].
Designing a sustainable and just world is principally a struggle to organize and mobilize change in
our everyday lives in the Global North, and in such a struggle we would better have our assumptions
of human essence and the focus correct. As we have argued, Alfred Schütz’s social phenomenology
provides adequate foundations for such assumptions, and incomegetting appears to be the decisive
point in this struggle. Furthermore, universal basic income schemes ought to be one of the most
pertinent solutions for the current era of central bank capitalism tied with “bullshit jobs” [97]. Justifying,
designing, and implementing such schemes, however, require understanding money differently than
the current economics orthodoxy does. Understanding the essence of fiat-money—debt as the shadow
of money—is needed when analyzing practices of incomegetting and possibilities of universal basic
income schemes also with regard to sustainability transitions.
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